Request for Proposal
You are invited by the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in to submit a proposal on:

Jëje Zho – TH Men’s Shelter and Transitional Housing-Signage and Artwork
This RFP is issued to TH citizen artists and crafts people for the design, fabrication, supply and
installation of Exterior Signage and Art Work for the Jëje Zho.

Instructions
1. Closing Date and Time - Proposals must be received before the closing Date and Time.
Late submissions will not be considered regardless of the reason for their late delivery.
The Trondek Hwech’in offices are closed December 24th noon to January 3, 2022.
a. Proposal Closing Date: January 31st, 2022
b. Proposal Closing Time: 4:00 pm
2. Proposal Submissions - Proposals must be submitted through one of the following two
methods in order to be considered:
a. Hard Copy Submissions must be dropped off at the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in Finance
Department located in Administration Office at 1242 Front Street, Dawson City,
Yukon
b. Electronically via email to: procurement@trondek.ca
3. Questions – Any questions relating to this RFP are to be submitted to Shirley Peirson
who can be contacted at Shirley.Peirson@trondek.ca or via phone at 867-993-7100 Ext.
122. All questions will be responded to in writing via Addenda issued to the RFP. Verbal
answers are not binding, only written Addenda will be considered regarding the scope
and contracts.
4. Proposal Completion – Contractors are solely responsible for ensuring their proposals
are complete and include the following:
a. Contractor Contact Information including email, phone number and mailing
address
b. Detailed description of work included and proposed pricing not including GST
c. Outline experience and education in similar projects
d. List any other team members to complete the work
e. List any subcontractors that will be hired for this project
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f. Project schedule and timeline
g. References for similar completed projects
h. Ensure proposal is dated and signed by the Contractor’s authorized representative
Introduction, Summary and Background of Work
The Jëje Zho-TH Mens Shelter and Transitional Housing Project has been tendered and
awarded for construction by Wildstone Contracting Ltd. starting in March 2022 and to be
completed by November 2022. The The Jëje Zho will provide support for all adult male Dawson
City residents as well as THFN citizens living across the Yukon, addressing diverse needs and
working towards individual and community empowerment. It features:
1.
Three Emergency intake units for men requesting intake into the program or otherwise
simply needing a place for the night without full intake request.
2.
Four Highly supported living spaces following intake.
3.
Six Transition Housing Units for Phase 1 transitioning, meaning living more
independently but still needing to acquire life skills and readiness to move into Phase 2
Transition Housing
Scope of Work
The RFP is for six categories of separate projects. Proponents can make submittals for one or
any number of them. The scope of work includes the design and manufacturing of the items as
well as the supply to the site. The general contractor will perform the installation under guidance
of the respective Proponent and at TH’s cost. The Proponent will need to communicate clearly
any requirements for structural backing in the wall at the latest at the time of framing, i.e., April
2022.
Please see on Page 9 WE ARE DËNEZHU. WE LIVE TR’ËHUDÈ which is part of this RFP. All
designs are to depict actual real shapes and not abstract designs.
Categories for Submissions
Category 1
The Category 1 project is the design for the crow and the wolf symbol on exterior
cladding (metal and/or wood-copper inlay would be nice),
Below is an example of a wood sign that was manufactured by Karmanah Wood
Designs. It is sandblasted wood that can be painted and also have inlays after. Please
note the design shown on the example does not meet TH requirements and is for
reference only.
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Another and possibly preferred option is the preparation of a metal design that can be
mounted with a spacer in front of the façade. Metal Work could be sourced out to Yukon
contractors, but the design will need to be prepared by a TH citizen artist.
Below an example of a bus shelter using metal shapes. Again, the example design does
not meet TH requirements and is for reference only.

Finally, below the two circles show the approximate location where the crow and wolf
signage may be mounted. The artist will have to propose and work with TH on where
exactly it should go.
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Category 2
Category 2 is the design for the Jëje Zho sign including the gunhawk (metal and/ or
wood-copper inlay would be nice)- the Jëje Zho wording is to be placed inside a
gunhawk. That way we have the combination of the gunhawk as the central item with the
building name inside of it.
Please see the image and the measurements as well as a description of the gunhawk as
gifted by artist Dr. Ukjese Van Kampen to Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in.

The complete measurements are:
Cm Inches
Measurement description
225 88.5827
Total length
29
11.4173
Handle length
196 77.1654
Body length
13.5 5.314961
Body width
3.7
1.45669
Handle width
1.8
0.708661
thick
The measurements serve as a way to create a sign with the proper size relationships.
The description below is to assist in the meaning as well as fabrication options.

Description:
The gunhawk is made of a 1 x 6 spruce board painted in red and black geometric
designs. There are 4 holes in the middle and ribbons hanging down in 4 spots. Ukjese
gifted the ganhawk to Tr'ondek Hwech'in during the 2014 Myth and medium heritage
symposium, at which he was a guest speaker and presenter. Ukjese has spent his
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academic career studying central Yukon art and artifact designs. He felt Tr'ondek
Hwech'in has been a leader in heritage work and wanted to acknowledge this by giving a
ganhawk which has been a lost part of the culture. The black represents the Crow clan,
the Ochre represents the Wolf clan and the holes represents a third clan that used to
exist in central Yukon, sometimes referred to as the seagull clan. These 3 clans are
represented on the ganhawk so all 3 can use the ganhawk.
Below please see where approximately the sign will be mounted. The artist is to suggest
the size and final location and work with TH on where exactly it will be mounted.
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Category 3
Category 3 includes sourcing of a local (TH Traditional Territory) tree that will be split, debarked and halves to be mounted to each side of the entrance door (birch or other-will
need treatment for insects etc. this is the responsibility of the Proponent)
Below an image of where the half logs would go to either side of the entrance.
Dimension between door and window is only about 1 foot (30 cm) so the logs can go to
either side of the door or to the left of the door and the right of the window, depending
how big their diameter is. The height is to be 3.2 m so that it can be exactly cut to fit on
site.

Please note, the image below is misleading as the space between door and window is
narrower than shown, only about 12 inches.
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Category 4
Category 4 is the installation of metal king salmon shapes to be mounted as part of the
fence structure, copper inlay would be nice- this is to symbolize salmon in the river. The
fence is on three sides of the building as shown below.
Salmon shapes shall be fabricated and mounted on the rails of the fence structure in an
intermittent pattern to be proposed by the artist. King salmon shapes as examples only,
metal cut-outs are preferred. The artist is to determine the size, shape number and
location of the king salmon and is to fabricate them.

The following page shows the fence design. 11x17 drawings of the design will be made
available by TH for interested Proponents.
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Category 5
Category 5 is the proposal for the design and construction for a standalone smudging
pedestal for the healing room-wood construction with copper inlay possible. The pedestal
should not have a larger footprint than 24 inches and should be accessible either from all
sides or from 3 sides.
Category 6
Category 6 is for any additional other artwork to be hung or mounted on the interior walls
of the public areas.

Budget
The project is co-funded with CMHC and Yukon Housing Corporation. The approved project
budget carries an Exterior Signage and Art Work allowance of $ 150,000 which this RFP will be
able to utilize by awarding successful Proponents one contract for their submittals per each of
the six categories.
Insurance and Liability
Insurance and Liability is waived but Contractors are responsible for the structural integrity of
their artwork and must guarantee it for 5 years.
Terms and Conditions
1. Before entering into a contact, all Contractors must provide to Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in valid
Business Licenses and WCB compliance, as well as GST numbers. Some proponents
may not carry any or all of the above and it will be decided on a case by case basis what
is required.
2. The Contractor has the skills, knowledge and expertise to complete the work outlined in
their proposal.
3. Contractors submitting a proposal are advised to ensure they are fully familiar with the
nature and extent of the obligations to be accepted by them should their proposal be
successful.
4. The Contractor acknowledges that should their proposal be successful, their name and
proposal price will be disclosed to the other bidders.
5. Each proponent, by submitting a proposal, irrevocably waives any claim, action, or
proceeding against the Tr’ondek Hwech’in including without limitation any judicial review
or injunction application or against any of the Tr’ondek Hwech’in First Nation’s
employees, advisors or representatives for damages, expenses or costs including costs
of proposal preparation, loss of profits, loss of opportunity or any consequential loss for
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any reason including any actual or alleged unfairness on the part of the Tr’ondek
Hwech’in at any stage of the Request for Proposal process, if the Tr’ondek Hwech’in
does not award or execute a contract, if the Tr’ondek Hwech’in is subsequently
determined to have accepted a noncompliant proposal or otherwise breached or
fundamentally breached the terms of the instructions to proponents.
Evaluation Criteria
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in Council will review all submissions and select the ones that best represent
WE ARE DËNEZHU. WE LIVE TR’ËHUDÈ within the Jëje Zho context.
Please also see the Submission Evaluation Spreadsheet on Page 12 of this RFP. It may be
used as your own checklist as to what is expected per submittal to qualify.
The vision and intent of all artwork and signage will need to reflect the attached WE ARE
DËNEZHU. WE LIVE TR’ËHUDÈ.
RFP Award and Project Timeline
On February 15, 2022, all successful Proponents will receive the go ahead and enter a contract
with TH for the design and fabrication as per their submittals. All designs including information
for structural supports will need to be complete by April 15, 2022. All items will need to be 100%
complete and ready for installation by August 1st, 2022.
Prizes
Thank you for making a submittal under this RFP! All complete submittals will be additionally
entered into a draw for the following three prizes:
1st Prize

$300 gift certificate for a Yukon based Art Supplies Business

2nd Prize

$200 gift certificate for a Yukon based Art Supplies Business

3rd Prize

$100 gift certificate for a Yukon based Art Supplies Business
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WE ARE DËNEZHU. WE LIVE TR’ËHUDÈ.
We are Dënezhu, the people of this land
We are Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in, the people of this river
following the ways Tsà’ Wëzhè traveled
and remembering his journey and the living inheritance he left us –
Tr’ëhudè, our way of life and our law.
We are Dënezhu, the people of this land
salmon people and caribou people
weather-watchers and story people.
Ours is a constitution of stories and promises –
a promise to listen to the land
a promise to act humbly and show gratitude for the gifts that sustain us
a promise to take care of each other.
The promises Tsà’ Wëzhè made in the long-ago times are the core of our identity as Dënezhu
the source of our wealth, the reason we endure
and the root of our kinship with the land and our animal relatives
those with fur or fins or feathers
leaves or needles or berries or flowers
two legs or four legs, more legs or none
who taught us how to survive, but also how to live.
These promises are happy obligations
because when we look after our relatives, they look after us.
Tsà’ Wëzhè used his wits to make the world safe for us
so we live Tr’ëhudè to protect the balance he made
still telling the stories that bind us to this land
and keeping our promises so the animals keep theirs –
for all the generations yet to be born.
That is what we mean when we say we are Dënezhu, the people of this land
That is what it means to be Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in, the people of this river.
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Jëje Zho – TH Men’s Shelter and Transitional Housing-Signage and Artwork -Submission Evaluation Spreadsheet
Proponent Names

1

General Requirements-check "x" for all applicable
Contractor Contact Information including email, phone number and
mailing address
Detailed description of work is included
Proposed Pricing is included (not including GST)
Experience and education in similar projects is outlined
Other team members to complete the work are listed if applicable
Subcontractors that will be hired for this project are listed if applicable
Project schedule and timeline is included
References for similar completed projects are included
Proposal is dated and signed by the Proponent

Category Requirements- check "x" for all applicable
Category 1 Submittal
Design drawings for the wolf submitted
Design drawings for the crow submitted
Description of materials, colours, etc.
Indication of size
Any additional information on the design or its meaning
Price of the work
Category 2 Submittal
Design drawing for the gunhawk inluding Jëje Zho wording
Description of materials, colours, etc.
Is the wording inside the gunhawk
Indication of size
Any additional information on the design or its meaning
Price of the work
Category 3 Submittal
Photo of particular tree to be used
Dimensions of the tree -width and length of chosen section
Species of the tree
Workplan regarding cutting, splitting and treatment of tree
Explain your choice of this tree or species.
Price of the work
Category 4 Submittal
Design drawings for the king salmon submitted
Number of different designs for the king salmon
Description of materials, colours, etc.
Indication of size
Any additional information on the design or its meaning
Price of the work
Category 5 Submittal

design drawings for a standalone smudging pedestal
Description of materials, colours, etc.
Indication of size
Is it appoachable from all or three sides
it is not larger than 24 inches diameter
Price of the work
Category 6 Submittal
Photo of the submittal
Price of the work
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